Most of the general population has seen the positive effects the natural gas industry has had on Pennsylvania residents. Not only is this industry encouraging an additional form of natural resources, it is increasing property values for Pennsylvania residents, and most importantly it has brought thousands of jobs to Pittsburgh and surrounding areas. We are not just talking about drilling jobs, there are many other areas of employment that are directly related to natural gas drilling.

Tetra Technologies is one of the companies looking for a large number of employees. Tetra is an oil and gas services company that deals with everything from completion fluids to production testing and wellhead compression. Rosedale President Dennis Wilke recently met with Charles May, Regional Manager, and Tom Owoc, Senior Account Manager, to discuss career opportunities.

Mr. Wilke states: “Whether it’s working as a technician or a frac water services operator, Rosedale’s Diesel and Electrical programs give you the basic tools and knowledge required to obtain employment with companies like Tetra. We hope to send them many hard working Rosedale graduates in the future.”

Tetra is only looking for the best of the best, much like Cleveland Brothers, another employer looking to fill over 30 open positions in Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Dave Greenawalt, Human Resources Employment Specialist at Cleveland Brothers states “we are looking for employees who have hands-on real world experience” when discussing their ideal candidate.

Cleveland Brothers provides bulldozers, excavators, and a generous amount of other construction equipment to the companies drilling for natural gas. Cleveland Brothers will lease or sell this equipment to the drilling companies and continue to perform repairs and warranty work on it, which leaves a large opportunity for technicians to enter this growing industry.

Rosedale’s Diesel and Electrical graduates will find themselves in high demand within the natural gas drilling field. They have the hands-on experience and the foundation to grow and contribute to the success of companies like the two referenced earlier. We are very excited about the opportunities that await our graduates!
The 2020 Vision continues to drive our strategic planning process at Rosedale. Here is a list of some recent actions taken to help achieve the 2020 Vision:

**Learning Resource Center Upgrade**
- If you haven’t seen our Library (Learning Resource Center) lately, you should come check it out! New layout, new furniture and new paint have combined to transform the LRC into a comfortable space to study, read or just relax. Also, the Learning Support Center has been upgraded too, where our tutor Julie Weber is available to assist students in their academic pursuits!

**Computer based training incorporated in our programs**
- Instructor Lenny Barsody has now integrated computer based supplemental training from Tooling U as part of his Math class. Initial feedback is very positive!

**New student information system**
- Our FAME Advantage program is up and running parallel with our old information system. The Advantage program will allow Rosedale to be more productive by consolidating all student information in one place. Advantage boasts much easier reporting, increased information security and an easier way to share data among the staff.

**Shuttle busses**
- We are nearly ready to roll with our two large shuttle busses. Field trips are soon to be much easier!

Stay tuned for more updates on the RTI 2020 Vision!

---

**Eric The Car Guy**

Eric Cook graduated from Rosedale Tech’s Automotive program in 1996 after attempting a prior career as an artist. Eric states “I was interested in schools that I could graduate from in a short amount of time, and get a REAL job when I was done without having to wait around for my “career” to start.” Sixteen years later, Eric has found his niche. With a combined knowledge of automotive technology and the arts, Eric created a YouTube channel and a DIY website that has gained over 40,000 followers.

Recently, Eric paid a visit to Rosedale Tech in an effort to express to his viewers the importance of having an education when entering a trade. Eric stated “I walked away from Rosedale with a great foundation and education, one that still applies in the videos I create today.” Eric will have the opportunity to show his viewers this foundation when his Rosedale videos are launched on his YouTube channel this Spring.

While visiting Rosedale, Eric spent the bulk of his time with Auto Instructor Paul Danner, who shares a common passion for automotive YouTube videos. Paul is known on YouTube as “Scanner Danner” and posts instructional videos regarding diagnostics and troubleshooting to enhance his students learning experience.

Both Eric and Paul share viewers and met prior to Eric’s visit through their YouTube channels.

Overall Eric was very impressed with how much the school has changed. He said “the spirit of what it was is still here, it’s just upgraded. It has stayed up to date with the changing technology and has a lot to offer the students. I am proud to say I’m a graduate of Rosedale.”

As an alumni of RTI there were a few people Eric wanted to thank for his successes and he personally expressed that with both Auto Instructor Dan Svitko and Financial Aid Officer Kathleen Stein, who made a huge impact on his career path.

If you are interested in finding out more about Eric, please visit his website: [www.EricTheCarGuy.com](http://www.EricTheCarGuy.com)
About six months ago, Auto Technology student Matt Linko started work as a technician at the Sewickley Audi Service Department. Sewickley Audi Service Manager Larry Pryor advised Matt that a few more positions were opening at various locations. Matt wasted no time in referring fellow student Waylon Coleman, who then referred RTI student Jed Christie and Wayne Zaremba. Waylon and Jed were hired at Sewickley BMW, alongside RTI grad David Schmitt. Wayne was hired at Sewickley Audi.

The new hires stated they really enjoy the environment and challenging work that comes their way at Sewickley Car Store. Great job guys!

A Rosedale REUNION

While Student Services Coordinator John Fostyk was visiting Bentley Pittsburgh, he was able to catch up with Rosedale graduates (pictured above from left to right) Lou Bellisario - Vice President of Operations, Dave Consola - Senior Service Technician, and Michael Guckes - Technician. It is great to see such successful Rosedale graduates out in the field!
The Inside Scoop

Electricians at Work

Both day and evening Electrical classes will be busy with projects on the new Diesel Building. In anticipation of a spring opening, the electrical students will participate in the wiring and updating of circuitry as well as the installation of lifts, garage door openers, and power for all of the diesel equipment.

Every student has received their JLG, scissor lift, and fork lift certification, which they will be using for this project. Evening Electrical Instructor Chuck Henderson states “this is a great example of the hands-on training you receive at Rosedale. This will provide our students with a working knowledge of commercial circuitry.”

State-of-the-Art Diesel Facility Gets Finishing Touches

Rosedale Tech’s new diesel building is getting the finishing touches to prepare for a May opening. The new building is located at 170 Bilmar Drive, just behind the main building.

The new educational center occupies approximately 42,000 square feet of shop areas, lab areas, faculty and student common areas and offices.

Six labs are centrally located in the general shop area (as shown on right).

There are eight classrooms (pictured right). Each are equipped with Smart Board technology and appropriate lighting to accommodate the use of the Smart Boards.

The shop area will contain a total of eleven truck stalls (pictured right).
We’ve Got the Skills . . .

This year Rosedale Tech Instructors participated as judges at the annual SkillsUSA competition at Parkway West Career and Technology Center.

SkillsUSA is a nationwide partnership of students, teachers, and industry working together to ensure America has a skilled workforce. The mission of SkillsUSA is to help its members become world-class workers, leaders, and responsible American citizens. RTI Auto, Diesel, and HVAC Instructors were happy to participate in the regional competition.

Pictured (L to R): Derek Weimer (RTI student), Instructor Brandon Danser, Doug Bruschi (RTI student), Instructors Rob Murphy, Mark Simoneau, Wayne Walker, Tim McLaughlin, Dave Hladik, Brian Strellick, Marc Mullin and Brian Winter.

Advancing Your Career Through ASE Testing

Vehicle owners will always need their vehicles repaired or serviced. Up until the 1970’s many consumers had no way of knowing which technician was qualified to get the job done. The National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence is a national testing organization which sets qualifications for automotive technicians to receive an ASE Certification. This certification tells those looking for automotive services that the certified technician has gone through advanced training in automotive technology and is highly qualified to repair a vehicle.

In order to obtain an ASE Certification you must have an extensive knowledge in the subject area in which you are testing. There are preparatory sample tests that you can find on www.ase.com. Once you are prepared for the test you will schedule a time at your nearest testing center. To find the location nearest you visit www.ase.com. The registration fee is $36 and the cost of each test ranges from $30 for certification tests to $60 for advanced level certification tests.

Rosedale Tech will reimburse all qualifying students, upon prior approval, who take the exam for their registration fee. Rosedale will also reimburse qualifying students for the price of the test if the student passes the exam. To qualify for reimbursement the student must have at least a 90% cumulative attendance and a “B” or better in the class of the area in which they are testing. For additional information regarding ASE testing please speak with Jim Shore or Ben Moxley in the Education Department.

High ENERGY

You could feel the ENERGY everywhere during Rosedale Tech’s March Career Fair.

Under the direction of Student Services Director Amy Pascarella, the Student Services Department provided students with the opportunity to meet with over 35 employers who focus on trade school graduates.

Student Services Coordinator, John Fostyk commented “we had over 50 students set up interviews with our employers directly following the career fair.”

Auto student Josh Powell is introduced to Wright Automotive Group.

John Kuzel from Kuz Electric Company discusses opportunities with evening electrical students.
The demand for blood in our region continues to grow. There is no substitute for the generosity of someone willing to brighten the lives of others through blood donations. Three times a year Rosedale Tech plays a vital role in supporting the Central Blood Bank.

Thank you to all who participated!

Lending A HAND!

On a typical Friday afternoon at 2:30 p.m., the Rosedale Tech shop area is like a ghost town. Our faculty and students work so hard all week that when the weekend comes they are ready for some relaxation. One Friday afternoon two of our instructors stayed for a few extra hours to make sure Director of Admissions Debbie Bier made it home safely.

Debbie was having some difficulties with her vehicle and one of the automotive classes was working on troubleshooting and repairing the issue. By 2:00 p.m. the cause of the problem was determined but there was not enough time to correct it. Instructors Marc Mullin and Brian Winter came to the rescue so that Debbie would not be without a car for the weekend.

Debbie stated: “This is just another example of the commitment our instructors have, they are great examples to our students and I can’t thank them enough for helping me out.”

Honoring The Military

Corporal Kyle Torok doesn’t know it yet, but he is going to have a huge surprise waiting for him when he comes back to the states in June. Rosedale Administrative Assistant Sue Henze has known Kyle for years and says that he is a great kid. He is in the Marines and has been stationed in Okinawa, and recently deployed to the Philippines.

When Sue found out that he was coming home, she wanted to do something nice for his homecoming. Kyle had a Chevy Blazer sitting dormant in his driveway since 2009, when he was sent overseas. Sue decided to ask some of the Automotive Instructors at Rosedale if they could fit the Blazer into the lab work that was coming up. Of course they were more than happy to help. The vehicle will visit the classrooms of Auto Instructors Jim Hall, Brian Winter, and Paul Danner before it will be ready for Kyle’s homecoming. The Blazer is essentially getting a complete “overhaul”, and will be in premiere condition when the students are finished with it. Welcome home Kyle!

WHAT Did YOU Do on the Last In-Service Day?

To many students an in-service day means a day to sleep in and relax. Not the case for a group of electrical students and faculty who donated their time and efforts to help out the American Legion in Glassport, PA.

The local hall was in need of some minor electrical work. Instructors Lou Levine and Mike Breskovich asked for volunteers to assist them on their day off. New circuits were installed in various areas of the hall. Mr. Levine stated the entire group worked together very well and displayed a strong working knowledge of residential and commercial circuitry.

Volunteers (L to R) Mark Streily, Instructor Mike Breskovich, Marcos Ordonez, Braden Ondovchick, Anthony Jeke, and Instructor Lou Levine
If you are a senior in high school and you are interested in spending a day “shadowing” a Rosedale student, please contact:
RTI’s Admissions Department
412-521-6200.
You can also speak with your high school counselor for more details.

Instructor Rob Murphy and his sister’s family wearing DieselZilla Pride!

The annual World of Wheels car show at the David Lawrence Convention Center in Pittsburgh had an interesting twist this year. Not only did Rosedale Tech’s Admissions Team participate at the event but instructors Rob Murphy and Marc Mullin contributed to the set up and display of RTI’s booth.

Instructor Marc Mullin and his shop management class after detailing the RTI Hummer

Instructor Rob Murphy and his shop management class after detailing the RTI Hummer

Both DieselZilla and the RTI Hummer were on display along with a nonstop video of DieselZilla’s best races. Marc Mullin’s shop management class detailed the Hummer making it car show quality. Rob Murphy was instrumental in his discussions of DieselZilla over the entire weekend. The recognition and accolades the booth received couldn’t have been achieved without the team effort.
Instructor By DAY/ Student By NIGHT

General Education Instructor Mark Simoneau teaches hydraulics to both automotive and diesel day students. In the evening, Mark is a student in the electrical classroom taught by Dan Kaplan. Due to suggestions from employers and the electrical faculty, Rosedale is looking to incorporate electricity focused hydraulic lessons into the current electrical curriculum. This is where Mark made a valuable impression.

Mark decided to prepare trial lesson plans and presented his combined knowledge of hydraulics and electricity to his fellow evening students.

Electrical student Jason Nestor stated, “Mark was very generous to take time out of his busy schedule to prepare the lessons and present them to us.” Numerous students talked about how informative and helpful the presentations were. Thank you Mark!

Electrical Grads Give Advice

Recently three RTI Electrical Alumni, John Ball, Ray Livingston, and Dennis Ovesney returned to visit with Electrical Instructors Mike Breskovich and Lou Levine. While here they asked if they could speak to the electrical students about career preparation.

All of them emphasized how important it was to get their degree. In fact, Ray Livingston, who has a successful career at Consol Energy stated “if it wasn’t for the school and my education I wouldn’t have this great job.” John Ball, employed at AMETEK Metals, stated that he has increased his salary by $10/hr by getting his degree. Dennis Ovesney is making great money and has the ability to work many hours creating overtime pay. All three students continued to stress how much weight technical training holds, and the bright future that is waiting for the next group of grads.

If you are a graduate and are interested in visiting and speaking to a class please contact Director of Education/Faculty, Ed Petrunak at 412-521-6200.

Investing in the Future!

General Education Instructor, Brian Strellick gave his students $1 million to invest. As part of money management curriculum, Brian’s imaginary fund is an activity students participate in to understand the stock market.

The students are given a pool of $1,000,000 to start and they invest it in actual stocks for their eight week term. Brian’s one rule is that they cannot keep more than $200,000 in cash in their “account”. They use an online tool “smartstocks.com” to track their success. The class competes against each other while also forming a Rosedale group on the website.

At first, Automotive Technology student Matt Linko purchased all of the big names – Google, Amazon, WalMart, etc. He then did some research and started learning about penny stocks. He discovered they were much more volatile. Matt decided to invest all of his money into various penny stocks and soon he started to see the return.

At his highest point he was #1 in the country for the game and the Rosedale class was #3 in the country. Matt and the rest of the students said the game opened their eyes to the world of investing. Now most of them feel much more comfortable starting a retirement fund.

Financial Aid

Military Service and Our Students

Rosedale has dozens of students who have spent time in the military and now utilize their Veterans benefits to train for a new career.

Due to recent changes in the VA benefits program, it is important that veterans meet with the financial aid team at RTI so that everyone has a clear understanding of the new regulations.

Veteran Elmer Bittinger began training at Rosedale on January 30, 2012 in the Diesel Technology Program. Elmer was prepared and effectively communicated with his financial aid officer, Michael Basulto. Together they worked through the paperwork to utilize VA educational benefits. Elmer and his wife asked solid questions, continued to learn and were patient through the process. Elmer was anxious to begin training for a new career and his VA benefits were critical in making his plans work.

All financial aid planning sessions are personalized to meet the needs of each individual student.

If you are a veteran and have any questions regarding eligibility for VA benefits, please be sure to talk to Michael, one of our financial aid officers who specialize in working with veterans.
Oh Baby!

We recently had some new additions to the Rosedale “family” . . .

Automotive Instructor Brian Winter and his wife Brooke had daughter Sophia Lynn on February 15th, 2012. Sophia was 6 lbs 14 oz and 20 inches in length.

Admissions Representative Ben Martin and his wife Danelle also had a little one, Beau Daniel on February 29th, 2012. Beau was 6 lbs 9 oz and 20 ¾ inches in length.

Congratulations to everyone!

SEEING STARS

RTI has a series of commercials airing on TV that feature a few of our amazing instructors, Paul Danner, Jeff Kaplon, Dan Castelli, Rob Murphy, and Lou Levine. Our instructors are not only well informed on their industry and field of study but they have a way of reaching their students that is unmatched. We would like to thank the students and the instructors for their participation in the filming of these commercials.

To view these spots, go to: www.RosedaleTech.org
click “Credentials”, Scroll down, click “See More Testimonials”.

A New Addition to Financial Aid

Rosedale would like to welcome Karen Schonbachler, the newest member of the Financial Aid Department. Karen has been in education since 1989. At the Pennsylvania Culinary School and Career Training Academy, Karen primarily worked in the Registrar’s Office and Financial Aid.

And now, many years later, she has found herself reunited with old coworkers from prior employers. Both Anna Bartolini, RTI Director of Financial Aid, and Mike Basulto, RTI Financial Aid Officer were also employed at Career Training Academy with Karen. She is very glad to have the opportunity to work with them again and states that her favorite thing about working in the Financial Aid Department is meeting all of the students. She is happy to be with Rosedale Tech and is very appreciative of how welcoming the students, faculty, and staff have been.

Karen makes her home in Penn Hills with her boyfriend, Tom and her daughter, Meaghan. She enjoys traveling, sightseeing, and visiting museums. Welcome to Rosedale Karen!
Getting To Know YOU!

The Road To
SUCCESS
In Any Language

Originally from Ecuador, Automotive Technology student **Jose Cardenas** grew up learning different cultures and languages but the one thing that was consistent was his fascination with cars and his ability to work with his hands.

In order to develop a career as an automotive technician he was going to need an education. While attending Rosedale, Jose was employed at Goodyear where he changed oil and tires. Graduating in March 2012, Jose has already worked his way up to a Technician, and hopes to continue to expand his opportunities.

Completing all of his ASE exams is Jose’s number one goal. Secondly would be to specialize in hybrid and electrical cars.

Jose stated that Instructor, **Paul Danner** was an inspiration to him. “Mr. Danner’s class was complex and challenging, it kept me very interested. Mr. Danner is also very passionate about the subjects that he teaches, which makes students passionate as well.”

Good luck Jose!

RTI Hands-On Training
Made The DIFFERENCE

After joining the Air Force as an airplane mechanic, completing basic training, and attending six months of technical training, Auto Technician student **Kraig Stahlman** decided that he was looking to improve and cultivate his hands on skills. Prior to the Air Force he briefly attended an automotive program at a local community college and was hesitant to go back due to the lack of hands on work.

Kraig searched for other options and came across Rosedale. He is incredibly pleased with his decision and with the amount of shop and lab time that is involved in his education and learning experience. Kraig states “everything has pretty much been parallel in one way or another. The theory and experience with tools that I learn in class I can apply at the Air Force base and the practice I get at the Air Force base helps me with school.” Kraig is currently employed as an airplane mechanic at the 911th Airlift Wing in Moon Township.

Thanks for your service to our country, Kraig. It’s great to have you on board at Rosedale!

Livin’ His DREAM

Automotive Technology student Karl Pitts has had a passion for the arts as far back as he can remember. He has always loved singing, dancing, drawing, and anything else that kept his mind and hands busy. At age 12 he started working on writing his own lyrics, and by age 16 he was performing his original hip hop music in front of a live audience.

Karl was recently approached by the CEO of GetMoneyEntertainment who wanted him to go on tour as an opening act for one of their artists. He was grateful for the offer, but Karl declined. He stated “I love music and I love to perform but I really look forward to finishing my degree and making a life for my family.” Karl and his girlfriend Loretta have a baby on the way, and he is very excited to put his automotive knowledge to work. He is hoping to be just as successful in the automotive industry as he has been in the music industry.

If you are interested in hearing some of Karl’s music, his artist name is JuzJay, and you can find him at facebook.com/juzjay412. Good luck Karl!
Go BIG Or Go HOME

Diesel Technician student Jeremy Kleemook claims racing fuel is his blood. About 13 years ago, he built a car with one of his friends and took it to the drag races, and from then on he was hooked. Jeremy, his brothers, and dad spend time restoring, building, and racing cars as a family hobby.

Jeremy has since moved on to circle track racing. Still a family event, the Mook Racing team frequents the Pennsylvania Motor Speedway. On average Jeremy competes in about 28 races each year. Jeremy states “Like most everything you get out of it what you put into it. I strive to be the best at everything I do, especially racing.”

Because Jeremy has always had a love for engines he chose to attend Rosedale Tech. Jeremy said “it’s go big or go home right?” Jeremy’s overall goal is to open up his own heavy truck service shop, and win a few races in the meantime.

If you are interested in learning more about Mook Racing and sponsorship opportunities please contact: Jeremy at 724-709-3308 or mookracing@yahoo.com.

The Power of DIESEL

Diesel Technician student Ed Richards has a lot on his plate, taking care of a family, attending school, and operating his own business, Richards Diesel Performance. Ed is a reseller of diesel performance parts and an installer. One of Ed’s best customers is RTI Diesel Technology student Dillon Stolitca, who encouraged Ed to attend RTI.

On June 2nd Ed is holding an all-day diesel event, the “All Out Soot Out”, at the Washington County Fairgrounds. Gates open at 11:00am and the event will feature three different competitions: a dynometer event, a truck and tractor sled pull, and a “show and shine” where participants will have the ability to display their vehicles. Ed encourages everyone that is interested to participate.

General admission is $12 per person for advance purchase or $15 per person on the day of the event. To enter a vehicle in the dyno event it will be $80, this will get you three runs. To enter a vehicle in the sled pull it will cost $20 for stock vehicles, $25 for modified vehicles, and $35 for “open class”. To enter a vehicle in the “show and shine” it will be a flat $5 rate.

All proceeds will be donated to the Wounded Warriors and the National Breast Cancer Foundation. If you are interested in entering the diesel events please email Ed at egkrichards@gmail.com.

Ed also has some sponsorship positions available, which allows businesses to set up a booth, (whether selling food, goods, or just providing information), and receive heavy exposure through announcements and logo placement. For detailed sponsorship information please email Ed.

Keep On TRUCKIN’

Diesel Technology student Matt Toro strives to be the best at everything he does. He started snowboarding at a very young age, and while barely a teenager was offered a sponsorship from Burton, one of the nation’s leaders in snowboarding equipment. By representing Burton, Matt was provided with snowboard equipment, lift tickets and entrance fees to numerous competitions throughout the United States. Unfortunately at the age of 16, Matt broke his tailbone and was unable to continue his competitive snowboarding.

Never discouraged, Matt discovered a new passion, one for cars and trucks. He researched the job market in Pennsylvania and recognized the demand for diesel technicians, primarily in the natural gas field. It was then that he felt compelled to dive into his new passion and learn all he could about diesel technology.

Matt still snowboards for fun on occasion, but his focus is on obtaining a position in the diesel field upon graduation. Good luck Matt!
### Automotive Technology
**Associate in Specialized Technology Degree**
- Ian A. Beyer
- Bruce E. Burger
- Jedediah R. Christie
- Waylon J.J. Coleman
- Alex Coley
- David A. Daffern
- Michael A. Dietrich
- Patrick J. Duddy
- Thomas S. Feldman
- Andrew J. Gmys
- Michael J. Guckes
- Patrick D. Hill
- Daniel H. Horton
- Darron L. Jett
- Scott D. Klosky
- Justin M. Lavery
- Shawn M. Leoni
- William M. Lewis
- Del T. Lindquist
- John O. Lindsay
- Brandon N. Maceiko
- Alexander W. Martin
- Kaleb A. McBride
- Shirley J. Milligan
- Douglas A. Morgan
- Jessica L. Muha
- Shawn N. Petty
- Steven Z. Philips
- Justin R. Pivik
- Matthew D. Ritchie
- Christopher W. Schneider
- Casey B. Shock
- Clint L. Sines
- Zachariah Smith
- David A. Trautman
- Christopher M.J. White
- Charles G. Williamson
- Richard A. Young
- Wayne K. Zaremba

### Automotive Technician
**Diploma**
- Thomas J. Dombrowski
- Nathan L. Ferguson
- Daniel Hennessey
- Clifford C. Jeremiah
- Robert A. Kelly
- Craig J. Quinn
- Joseph E. Rall
- William P. Schlegg

### Diesel Technology
**Associate in Specialized Technology Degree**
- William C. Baird
- Frank A. Bialko
- Michael J. Bialon
- Christopher A. Bombash
- Paul Michael D. Gentile
- Taylor K. Gilmer
- Nathan P. Goss
- Edward M. Kasovich
- Ryan B. Knisley
- Brendan D. McGreevy
- David J. Mehelich
- Richard J. Rickerd
- Brandon M. Robinson
- Adam J. Sabol
- Jonathan W. Shingler
- Travis J. Snyder
- Christopher S. Sunday
- Sean L. Switzer
- Zachary A. Wallis

### Diesel Technician
**Diploma**
- John E. Mahn
- Shaine M. Towe

### Electrical Technology
**Associate in Specialized Technology Degree**
- Matthew S. Balco
- Aaron M. Card
- Tristen C. Henderson
- Alan M. Lee
- Adam J. Machak
- Brandon M. Riggle
- Thomas R. Waigand
- William P. Walters
- Marvin L. Wilson
- Tobias J. Wolfe
- John A. Yedlowski
Rosedale Technical Institute celebrated the graduation of our students on Friday, January 27th at the Double Tree Hotel Pittsburgh-Greentree.

Seventy nine graduates as well as hundreds of family and friends came out to acknowledge the graduates' accomplishments.
January & February 2012 Awards

Instructors’ Choice - Cumulative perfect attendance after one full semester.

Automotive: Joshua Flick, Patrick Hanlon, Guy Hutchinson, Matthew Linko, Archie Loughrey, Maria Lucjak, James Moore, David Rosneck, Marc Tatton, Charles Braham, Robert Green, Brandon Greening, Eric Hoffman, Heath Knox, Adam Smith, Anthony True, Gavin Veney, Manuel Vinas, Michael Quigg, Michael Fabiann, Andrew Sampson, Jeffery Harris

Diesel: Samson Blose, Steven Neal, Derek Weimer, Richard Young, Nicholas Zalepa, Brian Bakke, Joshua Keifer

Electrical: Dominic Pulcini, Bradley Whitfield, James Yotz, Daniel Fekovich, Michael Carness, William O’Neil

President’s List - Cumulative GPA of 3.4 or Higher after at least one full semester.


Diesel: Denessa Jane Stahler, Christopher Kraeer, Jeremy Batchelor, Jordan Myers, Steven Neal, Ryan Smith, Christopher Staiger, Allan Stewart, Derek Weimer, Nicholas Zalepa

Electrical: Paul Brown, Logan Chappell, Anthony Jeke, Joseph Marusak, Robert Rollins, Gunnar Roser, Robert Seaton, Angelic Smith, Peris Smith, Mark Steely, Matthew Hayward, Christopher Fronzaglio, Adam Fowkes, David Craddock, Joseph Belavich, Jason Nester, Eric McNamee, Rick McGee, Justin Hall

Rosedale Ace: Cumulative GPA of 4.0 after at least one full semester.

Automotive: Joshua Flick, Guy Hutchinson, Matthew Linko, Archie Loughrey, David Rosneck, Marc Tatton, Joshua Walker, Charles Braham, Chad Camp, Scott Dengler, Robert Green, Brandon Greening, Nathaniel Johnson, Corey Langel, Anthony Larkin, Matthew Lesondak, Brandon Marker, Mark Jason, Alexander Mattoon, James McClinton, Ronan Quantz, Steven See, Adam Smith, Jared Syska, Anthony True, Gavin Veney, Manuel Vinas, Dalton Zottola, Derrick Repko, Michael Quigg, Michael Fabiann, Timothy Hann, Costantin Balouris, Andrew Sampson, Joshua Pitz

Diesel: Samson Blose, Kolby Carr, Joseph Lynch, Richard Young, Perry Law, Brian Bakke, Joshua Keifer


Student of the Month

Auto: David Matovich  Diesel: Steven Neal  Electrical: Anthony Jeke

Helping Hand Award: Manuel Vinas

Extra Effort Award: Devin Miller, Matthew Wilson, Liatrail Hopewell

Most Improved Award: Robert Seaton, Dave Matovich

New Students


Diesel: Kenneth Fagan, Neiko Hill, Jeremy Kleemook, Edward Richards, Derek Smial, Elmer Bittinger, Brandon Cartwright, Justin Gregg, Calvin Reeves, Michael Tornincasa, Matthew Toro, Ryan Wallace, Matthew Whetshell, Wesley Bruce, Dalton Kim, Matthew Nelson, David Powell, Kevin Rock, Cory Savage, Justin Blue, Frank Cipollone, Jeffrey Garner, Dennis Saputo, Thomas Saunders, Andrew Shaffer


HVAC: Slater Kady, Brandon Garvey, Raymond Baburich, Joseph Leacock

We would like to also give a warm welcome to our first HVAC students, Slater Kady (left) and Brandon Garvey (right).